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1.  No dem or repub said a word

No dem or repub said a word

Greg Hunter: exposes – they are all frauds

TREASON-NOT TO BE CONFUSED WITH POLITICS!

https://scannedretina.files.wordpress.com/2018/12/gh-03-No-dem-or-repub-said-a-word-Small.mov
https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/29/greg-hunter-exposes-they-are-all-frauds/
https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/29/treason-not-to-be-confused-with-politics/
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2.  New Folder

CROWNGATE: THE GREATEST 
CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY IN U.S. 
HISTORY
Posted on December 31, 2018 by State of the Nation

The British Crown, Privy Council and ‘City
of London’ Effectively Rule America

You know that “Special Relationship” that so many 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112432
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?author=1
http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/thumbnail_Worcester_-CrownGate-Shopping-Centre-_2_-654x434.jpg
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POTUSes say exists between the US and UK?

It’s special alright!

So special that each U.S. President who repeated the Tavistock-fabricated 
mantra knew that they were really working for “the Crown”, not the 
American people.

By the way, according to the U.S. Constitution, that’s called:

T R E A S O N 
State of the Nation

This exposé will be a relatively short one.

That’s because all the evidence proving treason at the highest echelons of the US government is 
now in plain sight.  This has never happened before!

Each piece of evidence that proves the United Kingdom has ruled over the United States — FOR 
QUITE A LONG TIME — is so compelling and conclusive as to be self-evident.

The real short story here has been nicely summed up at this excellent video: GAME OVER! It’s 
time for torches and pitchforks.

For anyone who wants to flesh out the skeleton of this massive multi-decade British criminal 
conspiracy to usurp the America Republic and surreptitiously subjugate the U.S. citizenry to the 
Crown, please consider this critical article on SERCO—sometimes known as “the Octopus”.

SERCO: A Corporate Octopus With Tentacles Wrapped Around The Globe

Next up is a crucial article that explains how things are connected between all the moving parts 
of this traitorous juggernaut. THE BRITISH TAVISTOCK INSTITUTE CONTROLS MSM 
SOCIAL MEDIA PROPAGANDA, MUELLER, SERCO AND THE SENIOR EXECUTIVE 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112432
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112419
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112419
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=27612
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/tavistock-the-programming-hub-of-globalist-command-and-control/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/tavistock-the-programming-hub-of-globalist-command-and-control/
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SERVICE (SES)

With this critical understanding of how the British Intelligence Community stealthily usurped 
American sovereignty and financially enslaved the populace, it’s much easier to grasp why the 
nation has been subjected to a fake Russiagate investigation by Special Counsel Robert Swan 
Mueller III.  Oh, he’s “special” alright!  A very special British agent, indeed, who’s also a stone-
cold Deep State hitman, lifelong Rothschild puppet and seditious SES employee.

MUELLER INVESTIGATION: A Massive Cover-up of Deep State 
Criminality and Corruption

Remember, turncoat Mueller was initially recruited to cover up the greatest terrorist attack on 
U.S. soil known as 9/11.  As a matter of historical fact, as FBI director for 12 long years starting 
just 7 days before the state-sponsored, false flag, terror operation on September 11, 2001, 
Mueller was specifically chosen to function as “the cover-up artist of the millennium”.  As 
follows:

KEY POINTS:  Robert Mueller was deliberately selected to lead the FBI during the terrorist 
attacks on September 11, 2001.  It was by purposeful design that his tenure as FBI Director 
began on September 4, 2001, just 7 days before the 9/11 false flag terror operation.  And, that he 
remained in that job for 12 corrupt years until September 4, 2013 to ensure that the FBI would 
never professionally investigate the greatest crime and act of terrorism ever perpetrated on US 
soil.  In fact, Mueller’s 12 years are marked by an overwhelming body of evidence which proves 
his willful neglect, dereliction of duty, official misconduct and misprision of felony.  
Clearly, Mueller’s greatest crime to date was overseeing the institutional cover-up of the 9/11 
government conspiracy to commit acts of terror, murder and destruction against the American 
people and property.
(Source: ROBERT MUELLER: He’s not a Special Counsel, he’s a Deep State hitman and cover-
up artist!)

And where were the members of the Congress?  The members of Congress are the trustees, the 
fiduciaries, ALL who swore an oath to defend and preserve the Constitution.

 Ending the WAR against Americans

http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/tavistock-the-programming-hub-of-globalist-command-and-control/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112205
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112205
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=102676
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=102676
https://scannedretina.com/2018/12/30/ending-the-war-against-americans/
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Herr Mueller has effectively destroyed the rule of law in America with his Gestapo 
henchmen and Stasi thuggery

Why so much focus on Mueller?

Because his endless story of outright treason and calculated sedition is representative of so many 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/12/Du1gJt4UwAAlibS-768x919-1.jpg
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other American elected politicians, government officials and high-level statesmen—that’s why!

In other words, Deep State operative Mueller has been able to literally destroy the rule of law in 
America because he is painstakingly protected by his overlords in the New World Order globalist 
cabal.  The guy is not only untouchable as he acts with criminal impunity, he’s also operating 
completely outside of the rubric of the U.S. Code.

Everyone saw how highly acclaimed — by the entire U.S. Congress — Mueller was just before 
and after his selection as Special Counsel by another Deep State operative—Rod Rosenstein.  
Exactly why was British agent Mueller chosen to commandeer such a blatantly flawed and fake 
investigation in the first place?  Here’s the back story:  MUELLER was installed by his Deep 
State Masters to Cover Up Real Crimes, Fabricate False Crimes and Protect the Power Elite from 
Prosecution

The bottom line is that the U.S. Federal Government is full of “Muellers”—British agents who 
are in the pay — monetary or political — of the UK Government.  There are literally thousands 
of U.S. Government service workers (especially SES employees) who actively work for the 
British Intelligence Community, the Rothschild Crime Syndicate and/or the London Financial 
District.  Barack and Michelle Obama, Hillary and Bill Clinton, Joe Biden and Bernie Sanders, 
Nancy Pelosi and, Adam Schiff Chuck Schumer and Lindsay Graham, James Comey and John 
Brennan, James Clapper and Michael Hayden are just a few of other obvious, yet covert, agents 
of the Crown.

The Great Game against Russia

The other side of this multi-century pursuit of global domination is the war (military and 
political, financial and economic) against the Russian Federation.  While the USA was 
completely taken over by the British Crown quite some time ago, Russia refuses to be absorbed 
into the American-British Empire.  Hence, the Great Game was commenced centuries ago in 
order to take over the Russian Motherland by stealth, by proxy, and by any means necessary.

The more current bogus Russiagate scandal is nothing less than a reckless and daffy British 
attempt to foment a World War between the United States and Russia.  The incessant war 
propaganda campaign being waged by London globalists against Kremlin nationalists is way 
beyond anything humanity has ever witnessed before.  So shrill is their naked prevarication 
about anything having to do with Russia, that the whole world now knows of British designs to 
maintain and expand their clandestine hegemony worldwide (sometimes viewed as The 
Commonwealth). See: Britain’s “Institute for Statecraft” Finally Exposed, Top Secret ‘Integrity 
Initiative’ Blown Wide Open

What’s essential to comprehend as this international psyop is run by British intel is that they 
oversee just one prong of an elaborate multi-pronged strategy to conquer Russia … and then the 
whole world.  The primary pieces of this complex Gladio black operation to foist a One World 
Government upon the entire planetary civilization include the Vatican (religious and social 
control), London (financial and economic control), Washington, D.C. (political and military 
control) and Tel Aviv (intel and criminal control).  A vital part of their ultimate plan for total 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=109414
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=109414
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=109414
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=great+game
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112051
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112051
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=one+world+government
http://themillenniumreport.com/?s=one+world+government
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global domination is well described here: STRATFOR Chief Reveals Zio-Anglo-American Plot 
For World Domination

How do the Crown, Privy Council and City of London rule America?

It’s complicated.

In actuality, it’s a very long and extremely complicated story that goes all the way back to the 
American Revolutionary War and before.

However, it’s that latest phase of British subversion of the Republic that is detailed in the 
following 3 posts.  First there is this excellent video titled: The Crown, Tavistock and the 
Overthrow of Donald Trump

This second video provides more vital details and important perspective on How the Brits tried 
to overthrow President Trump.

Lastly, there’s an outstanding multi-media compilation below of hard, anecdotal and 
circumstantial evidence, which prove categorically that the British establishment conspired with 
Deep State to first steal the election from Candidate Trump, before they tried to overthrow 
President Trump—an immense criminal conspiracy that continues up to this very day.

2018: THE YEAR CITIZENS BUSTED THE ROYALS FOR THEIR 
ATTEMPTED OVERTHROW OF DONALD J. TRUMP

Conclusion

There can only be one conclusion: Great Britain rules the United States.  Which is why It 
wasn’t Russia that tried to fix the 2016 U.S. presidential election, it was the British.

Fabricated Oppo Against Trump by British Spook Firm,
Illegally Funded by Clinton Campaign and DNC,
Then Used to Initiate Probe and Appoint Special Counsel,
And Conduct a Witch Hunt Against Trump and Russia[1]

And do you know that the Brits continue to promote their utterly juvenile charade now ridiculed 
the world over as “the MI6-directed fake Russiagate scandal”?!

Not only do the real perps promote this preposterous hoax — 24/7 — using the London press 

http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=22223
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=22223
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112222
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112222
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112463
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112463
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=106357
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/2018-the-year-citizens-busted-the-royals-for-their-attempted-overthrow-of-donald-j-trump/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2018/12/2018-the-year-citizens-busted-the-royals-for-their-attempted-overthrow-of-donald-j-trump/
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=87585
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=87585
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and New York MSM, but they’re also openly influencing the POTUS not to release the 
damning Russiagate documents because of how much various organs of the UK Government are 
directly implicated in the treacherous affair. See: MI6 battling to stop Donald Trump releasing 
classified Russia probe documents

Truly, when all the dirty laundry is aired between London and Washington, D.C. generations of 
Americans will fully understand that they have been the victim of:

THE GREATEST CRIMINAL
CONSPIRACY IN U.S. HISTORY

State of the Nation
December 31, 2018

Source

[1] DOSSIERGATE: The Corrupt and Covert Intersection of the U.S. & U.K. Intelligence 
Communities

___
http://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=112432
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